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Duck life hacked 4

Great discussions are par for the course here at Lifehacker. Every day we draw attention to a discussion that is particularly useful or bright, along with other great discussions and reader questions that you may have missed. Check out these discussions and add your own thoughts to make them even more amazing! Talk about the day
you first discovered the life of hacking? Other great discussionsYong you get involvedGreat Discussions Any TimeTread or start a great discussion on any topic, be sure to visit the Openthread forum. And today is Friday, don't forget to check out this week's Open Thread.If it seemed like an extra long week for you, you're not alone. We
don't know if it's Read More If you have a great project, inspiration, or just something fun to share, let us know in our Tips forum. Happy Lifehacking, everyone! Last week, readers told us that their biggest life hacking fails, and some of them were truly spectacular. So good we had to share them with you. You'll laugh, you'll cry, but you'll
mostly just be glad you haven't tried any of these hacks yourself. Some hacks, tips and tricks work perfectly and go off without a hitch, making your life easier in... Read moreThey stories have been edited for grammar and length. The one with the nice stand, from Jägs: On this Lifehacker post, I tried to do the same in my garage. Here's a
selection of immediate results: I was quite pleased. The next morning I went to the garage: Although the shelf supports were rated at more than £100, they failed miserably. I found some heavier-duty ones and haven't had any problems since. The one with the mess-cato, from TJ: Watched a video of how sodastream wine to make
bubbles. This... That was a mistake. Roscato was everywhere. The one with the egg avocado, from Mr. P Is Mad Wack: GD baked avocado with a GD egg in it.Commenter vb explains the hack in other details: Hack was supposed to be: half an avocado, spoon out a little more of the seeds of the pit, and pour into an uncooked scrambled
egg. Bake and you'll have boiled eggs inside a delicious Pinterest-worthy breakfast! It turned out to be disgusting. The temperatures that cook eggs make avocados disgusting and eggs don't even boil. I was beting just to write and think about it.Commenter music agrees: The video was one of the most misleading things that comes to
mind. The egg doesn't fit, I have to make a base to bake, it takes at least 12 times longer than the video means, and is about as tasty as just cooking eggs and putting on top of an avocado. And burying me at Makeout Creek offers a warning: I did it once. The avocado became bitter and the egg was very special consistency. It looked and
felt like those rubber fried eggs you'd be in let's play pretend cooking house. The one with DIY Soylent, from Matt: I wanted to try Soylent to see if I get all the amazing benefits I read. The problem was that Soylent was made to order and a month would not be delivered. I went the DIY route and bought all the ingredients from Amazon to
make my own. A £50 bag of cornmeal, 10 pounds of salt and flaxseed, a gallon of olive oil, etc., you get it. I tried hand mixing ingredients that were all in metric and trying to transfer them to the US. Then I switch to my $200 blender, which almost breaks due to consistency. After I finally get this Soylent mixed, all people say to cool it down
for 24 hours to make it taste better, but I think I can handle it. I'm going to pour a drink, excited not to make dinner that night, and drink for the first time... It's like warm concrete going down my throat. I'm trying to get it down. The second tinge has to be better. Wrong. I have to fight my gag reflex. I barely got over half a glass before I spilled
it. I even tried again in the morning with the same results. But this time, the concrete was cold. I spent $200 on soylent ingredients so I could drink 4 oz. The one with my eyes closed, from Carrie Mathison: I was in the middle of making tomato soup, which is beautiful with red wine in it, and I had a bottle, but I realized that just when the
soup was already on the stove, I wasn't sure where the corkscrew was. So I go online and find tricks for otherwise opening bottles of wine. I think I was too nervous to hold it in my shoe and womp it on the wall trick, so I went with a stuck knife in it and twisting to pull it out. At first it worked, but before long I somehow pushed it down and
destroyed the cork. So I went with the last-resort and just pushed it right into the bottle because I was so frustrated and needed my wine-tomato soup. Another thing I know my eyes are burning and there's 1/3 of my bottles on me (my face and my top which was thankfully red so the wine wasn't too dark), a table and a small spot on the
ceiling between the blades of the ceiling fan. The top barely survived after multiple internet hacks and there's still a few droplets on our ceiling because I didn't even notice it was there until it was too late. The one with th-POP! White Chocolate Surprise, from Jeff J: An attempt to create hollow white chocolate balls-following very explicit
instructions from the internet-immersing latexbalone into melted white chocolate. The ensuing explosion left little drops of white chocolate in places you can't even imagine! The one with the really hot panties, from mrgoodbeer: Fresh out of college, my live-in girlfriend and I visited my mom. We stayed overnight. I can't remember why, but
we brought some laundry, and mom's dryer didn't work very well. Come in the morning, her clothes, which ran in the dryer overnight, were not completely dry and she did not underwear for driving home. I, with my basic knowledge of how the microwave works, thought a quick nuke would heat the water in damp panties so they could
evaporate and dry over our morning coffee. I did not count on elastic or decorative metal thread at the waist. In just a few seconds, it was a molten pile that caught fire. Despite the embarrassment-more-so in my parents knew that their son with his new science degree had just microwaved a burning drop of panties–we survived, had some
children, and settled into exurbs. The one with random cocktails, from Some Guy on the Internet: When you have little freezer space and try to quickly cool down, say, a bottle of vodka, you can clean part of the ice in the iceberg and put a bottle there. And if you forget about it, you end up unexpectedly starting to feed on ice cubes. The
one with the little miss perfect, from masterhab: I saw an art project where you line up a bunch of Crayola crayons along the white canvas, then melt them down with a heat lamp so they drip down and make this cool rainbow effect. It ended up looking like brown porridge and I think I left it too long because almost all the wax rushed the
canvas and down through all my important work documents on my desk. Just to make me more fucked up when I went to my sister's, I saw that she was trying the same project and did it flawlessly. The one with the extra crispy bacon, from former Lifehacker EIC Whitson Gordon: When we were dating, my now-wife invited me to her
family's house for Easter. I don't remember if it was our first or second holiday together, but it was definitely quite early in the relationship. It was a big brunch, and her mom didn't have enough room on the stove for all the bacon, so her brother suggested we cook on the grill using aluminum foil. Apparently, it's a thing that's supposed to
work. I was skeptical, but he insisted. He helped me set up on the grill and then told me to basically stay with the bacon and keep an eye on it while he helped in. Everything seemed to be going well until the flame increased too much. My wife-then-girlfriend was like Hey, watch out for the flame... I turned to her and said, don't worry,
aluminum foil doesn't burn... Correctly? Like I said, something caught fire. Still not sure if it was foil or all the bacon fat, but that flame was definitely growing, and turning off the burners didn't help because it had already started spreading through the bacon. So he turns to the door of the screen where the family cooks, plays with the
children, etc., and calmly says: I do not want to worry anyone, but there is a little fire, someone wants to help us? Of course, no one listens, so says a little louder Hey guys, there is fire ... No answer. Finally, the Fire! her mom realizes what's going on, and luckily she's more down to fire-dousing life hacks than I was at the time, grabbing
some baking soda and putting out the flame with it. All this happened within about 20 seconds. And that's the story of how I nearly burned down my in-laws house at Easter.Epilogue: During the aftermath, her brother came out of the house and said, Well did you at least save the bacon? Sadly, the bacon was half raw, half charred and
covered in baking soda. Thanks to everyone who submitted! If you missed the chance to submit for this round, feel free to share your pain in the comments below. April 29, 2014 4 min read Opinions expressed by entrepreneur contributors are their own. In 1898, Norman Triplett did a study on a group of cyclists. Under two different
circumstances, they ran out of race time. For the first time, they were alone on the field. The second time they went in a group. His findings were simple but incredibly profound: the times of cyclists were consistently faster in the presence of their peers. This triggered an avalanche of studies in the coming decades, proving that the theory
applies in almost every effort. In 1924, Floyd Allport, who is commonly considered the founder of social psychology, introduced the term social facilitation. He deepened his studies to cover everything from word association, testing, fitness and even math. Related: 5 Simple Treats Work Smarter and Save Time Results were all the same.
The presence of other people is a dramatic positive difference in output. It's really that simple: If you want to increase your performance and results in a given area, find some people to join you – or just follow you. Ideally, find people who are a tad from your league. Recently, I have had a somewhat instructive – and rewarding – personal
experience with the benefit of social facilitation. Last year, a friend and I somehow decided to sign up for our first 50-mile foot race, even though they never run close to that far. After months of mediocre training (at best), one Saturday morning we finally got the courage to join the local ultra running club. We went for a 14.2-mile loop in the
hills of the Marin heady way. Most of them left me in the dust right from the start. Not only did I not remotely lead the pack, but I wasn't a part of it.  But the interesting part was, it didn't matter. When I finished, my average pace per mile was almost two minutes faster than my usual pace. Over 50 miles, that would be 1.5 hours faster! It
seemed too easy. I went to some random Saturday club run with some new friends and my performance immediately increased by 15 percent? I didn't even have to do anything different. I haven't changed my diet, my sleep, my training... Nothing. No one on the trail yelled at me to run faster. In fact, half the time I runs all by itself. I just
showed up and it changed everything.  Here's the craziest part. When driving home, the idea of actually running 50 miles didn't seem that scary anymore. Actually, I'm even a little peddly. And it finally got me over the finish line (just shy 14-hour cut off!). Social facilitation applies to everything – especially business. Example: Rehearse your
playground with experienced VMs and your delivery will change. Step on the TED stage and transform your narrative. Talk about new ideas and possibilities with a group of savvy entrepreneurs and your creativity and enthusiasm blooms. As entrepreneurs, we often benefit most from environmental change. By definition, we burn our own
trail, but that doesn't give us permission to create in complete isolation. Related: How better habits can make you better at business – and living in today's world of solopreneurs, remote teams and mobile offices, it's even more important. Sure, freedom is nice, but how much bigger could your impact be if you routinely traded ideas with
smart people facing the same problems?    It's the most immediate business, productivity and life hack I've seen, and is something you can start doing right now – in two simple steps. 1. Find a group near you that is working on similar projects or at a similar stage of the business. Or focus on a specific topic, such as sales, negotiation,
productivity, or product development. Check out local business clubs, coworking spaces or incubators. Join Toastmasters, search for Meetup or Craigslist, or ask your local favorite restaurant owner where to look. Start with one person if you have to. Ideally, create your own group of clergy.  2. Commonly appear and watch what happens.
Take your surroundings seriously, because one thing is for sure, your community will change you.  If the people around you don't perform, you won't expect it yourself. If you want to be world class, you know who your friends must be. The quickest way to do things you don't think you can do is to hang around people who are already doing
them. Change your surroundings. Change what is possible.  The best part? You're 100% in control. Related: Killer Productivity 'Hacks' By Entrepreneurs Like Richard Branson (Infographic) (Infographic)
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